Induividual Eclectic IC - INSTRUCTION FOR THE TOURNAMENT CHAIR
The Individual Eclectic (IC) Tournament will run for a period of 8 weeks, 5 scores in the 8 weeks can be
recorded. The player will post her gross (actual) score for the first round played. For subsequent rounds,
she will update the scores on any holes where she has improved her score. At the end of the tournament,
the low net score will be added for the low net score.
Prior to the tournament:
Sign up and collect fee from each player. The same handicap is used throughout the IC once it is set up.
Entry fee is $5.00 and is non refundable after tournament is started.
Make flights as equitable as possible.
Mark score card (see sample) for each player with
Name
IC #1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 (no dates)
Handicap
Get large posting sheets from the Pro Shop (one for each flight) and mark as follows:
Player’s name - Gross Score with handicap.
Mark stroke holes with dots.
The 3rd line under the team will be for the net score.
Mark small Chairman’s posting sheets identical to above (from Pro Shop also).
During the Tournament:
After each round, get a set of weekly scorecards from the Tournament Chairman and post from these to the
small sheets. Compare these scores with the IC cards as very often scores are wrong on the IC cards! Save
these cards during the IC so you can double-check for errors if necessary.
Each Player posts gross (actual) score each week IN PENCIL from their IC card to the large posting sheets.
At the end of the IC, these should balance with your small sheets.
After each round, each player should call out scores to another player and have the IC card signed.
the card at the course each week as the Chairman needs it.

Leave

The sum of the best net score of every hole will be the final net score.
As soon as possible after the last sign up, get the money from the Treasurer $150.00 for the tournament.
This, together with the amount collected from the players, will be the total pay out. Make a tentative pay
out schedule.
After the tournament is over:
Determine the winners and pay the winners. The payout can be made at that time and announced at the
next meeting. Ties are not to be broken. If 3 teams come in with the same score for 1st place, the winnings
for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd will be divided among the 3 teams.
INDIVIDUAL ECLECTIC IC - INSTRUCTION FOR THE PLAYERS
1.
Pick up your EC Card and announce on the 1st tee before you tee off that you are playing your
EC. You can only record 5 scores in the 8 weeks.
2.
The first time you play, fill in all your gross scores in pencil. If you pick up, fill in your most
likely score with an X beside it.

3.
4.

5.

When you are finished playing, make sure your score is correct and have it attested by your
playing partner. You score must have a signature to count.
Bring your scorecard in and fill out your gross and net score for each hole on the flighted
score sheets. (Your scorecard will have your flight on it). Put your IC scorecard in the box
provided.
In the subsequent weeks, only put a score on the hole you have improved on. If you have
improved on a hole, erase the higher score on the score sheet and put in the lower score.
Don’t worry about the totals.

